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Sure Hits in November:  Entertaining Art on the Cliff 
 

Friday, November 6-- Jazz Night at The Cliff Dwellers featuring the Rajiv Halim Trio 
 

 Rajiv Halim, a saxophonist and composer from Chicago, began playing saxophone at 

the age of eight and comes from a long line of musicians, including his great-grandfather and 

bandleader, Mr. Rudolph Andrews. 

 In high school he discovered Charlie Parker and fell in love with improvised and 

creative music. He has matured to become one of Chicago's best young saxophonists.  
  Performing regularly in the Chicagoland area with his own quintet which often 

features trumpeter Victor Garcia, guitarist Scott Hesse, bassist Junius Paul, and drummer 

Michael Piolet, Rajiv also performed internationally at the "Made in Chicago" festival in 

Poland, the first annual "Saxophone Idol" international competition, and at Taiwan's 2014 

Taichung Saxophone Competition. He appeared at the 2013, 2014, and 2015 Chicago Jazz 

Festivals.  Rajiv's debut album, Foundation released in August 2015 features his Quintet and a few special guests.  

 Presented in partnership with the Jazz Institute of Chicago, the first set begins at 6:00; the second set, at 7:30. 
  

Wednesday, November 11-- Pay Attention to the Woman Behind the Curtain 
 

 Professional Opera Stage Manager Yasmine Kiss will take us behind 

the curtain of the Lyric Opera's new production of  Alban Berg's Wozzek.   

Ms. Kiss will discuss the craft of Stage Management and show some of the 

complexities that go into creating this art form on a large scale. Opera 

productions usually have 200 people or more involved on each individual 

show, and managing that many people can lead to many complicated 

situations. Once the maestro’s baton drops on the first note of the opera, the 

rest of the production falls into the hands of the stage manager. 

 Wozzeck will be performed in Chicago on November 12, 16 and 21; 

thus, after hearing this presentation attendees will have time to purchase Lyric 

Opera tickets and see the production.   
  

Friday, November 20 -- Hidden Narratives: from Plie to Photograph to Painting to Prose 
 

 One art form inspires another. This Dinner and Interactive Presentation will enable us to 

better understand the work of Chicago artist Peter Hurley whose figurative oil paintings will be on 

display at the Club.  Often referred to as Chicago's own Degas, Peter Hurley is known to present 

the grace, athleticism, and movement of the dance.  
 Created by Peter Hurley and Trisha Ricketts, this presentation will examine the hidden 

narrative inherent in the dance through its expression in photography, painting and 

prose/poetry.  Dan Duell, artistic director and founder of Ballet Chicago, has been asked to 

contribute his perspectives on hidden narratives in the dance.  During the program, the audience 

will have an opportunity to contribute their own "flash fiction" or poetry to these paintings. To 

quote Trisha, “Come on down. This should be great fun. A great way to get into the holiday spirit!” 

 
For each event:  Doors open at 5:30.  Cash bar.  Dinner served at 6:30 with presentation  to 

follow.  Credit cards accepted.  Reservations may be made at:  reservations@cliff-chicago.org. 
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Bill Bowe delivers Richard with Dr. and Mrs. William Massey Charlie and Richard 

 

A Celebration in 

Honor of 
Sculptor Richard 

Hunt’s 80
th

 Birthday 
The Cliff Dwellers 

September 30, 2015 

  

 
 

 

 Eve with Richard, friends and family 8 Candles + 1 to grow on 

 

 

 
 

Maggie Brown sang Richard Hunt listened and enjoyed Kimberly E. Jones sang 

   
Connie Hinkel and Richard Richard and his guests Ruth Migdal and Jerry Brown 

“I was entranced by one of the Internet videos of you working with steel in your Lill Street studio.  It made me think of 

Superman, whose TV episodes I watched in the 1950s.  He was known as the Man of Steel. It struck me that you are a Man 

of Steel as well.  I remember well how the announcer described Superman back then. This similar description of you doesn’t 

seem far off the mark to me: 

Superman ... came to Earth with powers and abilities far beyond those of mortal men. 

     Superman, 

·       who can bend steel with his bare hands, 

·       who is able to grace tall buildings in a single work, and 

·       who, disguised as Richard Hunt, mild mannered sculptor in a great metropolitan city, 

fights a never-ending battle for artistic truth, civil justice and his American way.” 

--Bill Bowe CD’97 in Tribute to Richard Hunt at The Cliff Dwellers 
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The Passing of 3 Distinguished Cliff Dwellers You Should Have Known 
This fall we have lost three members who contributed significantly to the story of Chicago and The Cliff Dwellers.  In 

different fields they were Pioneers, Patrons of the Arts, and Pursuers of the Public Good.  They believed that each 

individual can make a positive impact upon the world we all share.  They acted upon their beliefs. 

Robert S. Houston                   Dieter Kober                   Elizabeth Hollander

 

Civic Activist Robert Houston 

Vice President, Marshall Fields.  Midwest Director, Institute for International Education.  Co-Founder, IPO/IVI.  Served 

on 40 Boards.  
 

       Retailing executive, educator and long-time civic activist Robert Straub Houston (87) died (September 5, 2015) at his 

Chicago home from congestive heart failure. He died at home in his own bed as he always hoped to do, having lived a rich 

and happy life. 

       Robert Straub Houston was the son of John V Houston, a railroad equipment manufacturer and Mila Straub    

Houston, first Business Manager of Poetry magazine, the grandson of Chicago Municipal and County Court Judge John 

W B Houston who wrote the first parole law for the State of Illinois, and architect Albert Straub.  He was born in Chicago 

in 1927 and attended Chicago public schools before transferring to the Francis W. Parker School which he said opened the 

world of ideas to him and was the major intellectual influence on his life.  Turning 18 just after the end of World War II, 

Houston was one of the last to be drafted and spent his time in the Army at Camp Crowder, MO where the big excitement 

was a weekend in Neosho (MO), and Fort Monmouth, NJ where he spent weekends on leave in New York City.  It was 

his introduction to the big world, he said, being 18, having cash in his pockets, and everything in Manhattan being free or 

at least cheap for a GI. 

       After graduating from Yale University in 1949 and feeling that all his older friends had seen the world courtesy of 

Uncle Sam but not he, Houston took a freighter to Europe and spent the next three summers hitchhiking through every 

country in western Europe; in the winters he taught school in London, and then in the highlands of Scotland, and then 

worked in Germany as an Education Advisor for the U.S. Army. 

       On his return home, he toured the country interviewing at department stores and settled back in Chicago working for 

Marshall Field’s where he rose to Vice President, Merchandising for Mens and Womens Apparel and Accessories.  He 

always regarded himself as a yokel from the Midwest and enjoyed traveling the world and meeting the designers whose 

work Field’s showcased.   

       When ownership of Field’s changed, senior management also changed and Houston, wanting to stay in Chicago, did a 

180 degree career change, first becoming Executive Vice President of the National Safety Council and then Midwest 

Director of the Institute of International Education (IIE) which manages 200 international exchange programs including 

the U.S. Fulbright Program.  Houston found the range of students fascinating and particularly enjoyed organizing 

meetings to introduce these future international leaders to Chicago leaders and Chicago issues. 

       Throughout his life Houston loved politics and political campaigns.  He told of making campaign posters when he 

was in grammar school for “Dwight Green for Governor” and “C. Wayland Curly Brooks” for Senator, but it was his 

opposition to the Vietnam War that really got him into political campaigns with the Eugene McCarthy for President 

race.  That led him to join Dick Simpson in founding the Independent Precinct Organization (IPO) which led to leadership 

roles in a series of often successful campaigns for Alderman, State Representative and Senator, and Illinois Constitutional 

Convention delegates.  He also was active in a wide range of civic associations serving on 40 Boards including the 

Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, the Chicago Academy of Sciences, the Chicago Metro History Center, the Chicago 

World Trade Conference, The Cliff Dwellers, and the World Politics Program.     

       The day after his retirement from IIE in 1998, Houston shifted to volunteering through the Executive Service Corps 

as a consultant and coach to Chicago area schools and non-profit organizations.   

       Houston is survived by his wife Susan, a retired college text book editor and marketing executive, and their sons 

William, an angel investor in Chicago, and David, an architect in Boulder, CO, one grandchild Nora, and a brother John in 

Chapel Hill, NC.       --This piece was written in Bob Houston’s own words.  

 

A celebration of his life was held on Saturday afternoon September 12, 2015 at The Cliff Dwellers. The Kiva was filled 

with family and friends who shared stories and memories of Bob along with a few of his favorite samba recordings.  
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An Orchestra and Its Conductor 

A Tribute to Dieter Kober, 1920-2015 
By Richard L. Eastline, CD ’73  

 

 It is not all that common for someone to live out a lifetime that is measured in the successful practice of a goal 

unchanged during a half-century or more. And it is even more rare to do it with unflagging determination challenged by 

ongoing financial and political issues. Yet, in what often seemed a precarious scenario Dieter Kober CD ‘59, not only 

survived but often thrived. 

 As a man dedicated to a life of music, he found his muse in the Chicago Chamber Orchestra, an ensemble he 

founded and then conducted continuously for 61 years, from 1952 to 2013. That itself stands as a remarkable record but, 

in effect, it was simply the means to an end. What became the real objective was the delivery of  live music, presented 

free of charge, to the people of Chicago, his adopted city. Yes, for some six decades and in a variety of venues, Kober led 

the orchestra—often with distinguished soloists—in concerts of music by the great composers of the past paired with 

discoveries (both old and new) of works that he felt deserved public performance. With unpredictable financial support 

year after year, via cultural grants from the State of Illinois, the musicians union performing fund, and mainly the 

generosity of donors, he paid the expenses first and then, with was left, his salary. The process never generated the means 

to a personal fortune. This, then, is a tribute to the man and his music. Dieter Kober’s history and that of the Chicago 

Chamber Orchestra are intertwined. With his passing, the CCO has become a different instrument and what existed before 

is now a memory. 

 Concerts by the orchestra were most numerous during the summer months when he could tempt families to hear a 

program in a casual setting. That ranged from seating by the lagoon at the Museum of Science & Industry, the Lincoln 

Park Zoo, the Art Institute’s courtyard, Navy Pier, and the Petrillo 

band shell in Grant Park. Indoors, the Preston Bradley Hall was 

the scene for Sunday concerts at the Chicago Cultural Center 

along with the Fourth Presbyterian Church on North Michigan 

Avenue, Fullerton Hall at the Art Institute, Navy Pier, the Field 

Museum, and St. James Cathedral. And on one special occasion, 

Kober and the CCO appeared at a Jewel supermarket in Chicago 

as the accompanying ensemble for tenor Robert Merrill, long a star 

of the Metropolitan Opera.  (The thought strains the imagination.) 

Playing the political game in order to strengthen chances for a 

grant, the orchestra provided the music for an inauguration ball in 

behalf of a governor of Illinois, William Stratton.  

 Dieter Kober’s steadfast belief was that great music was self-expressive; it did not call for extended analysis in 

order to be appreciated and enjoyed. He would speak informally to the audience in non-technical language, sometimes 

explaining why he programmed a specific work and at other times pointing out certain elements that established 

relationships with its title. It was all intended to create a community of rapport with the music, the players, and audience. 

The concept worked well. Concerts were well-attended and the connection was proved over and over again when the CCO 

toured, playing before new groups of listeners.          

 An out-of-town performance invitation in Texas grew into a four-state visit in 1962-- Texas, Louisiana, New 

Mexico, and Oklahoma. Only three tours to foreign destinations occurred, all between 1989 and 1993. Each was 

characterized by a circumstance or event worth recalling. The orchestra was in its best state of playing thanks to frequent 

rehearsal time and multiple performances afforded by touring--a rare condition in the U.S. (except for large-city 

orchestras) due to contract restrictions and premium rates. Some three dozen musicians along with friends and family 

usually made up the CCO retinue as it traveled from country to country, city to city, via jet, bus, taxi, or rented car. 
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  It all began in 1989 with an invitation to perform in ten cities in East Germany. This was before the fall of the 

Berlin Wall, giving the CCO the distinction of being the first professional foreign ensemble to play concerts in that short-

lived country. Conditions were far from typical travel amenities but the orchestra drew large audiences of music-starved 

citizens who cheered everything that was performed and welcomed the players with warmth and praise. 

 Just a matter of weeks separated a second tour to Europe and the short trip to South Korea. The CCO returned to the 

continent just months before the fall of the Berlin Wall for concerts in that city before making music elsewhere in 

Germany and then moving on to Poland and Czechoslovakia. In places seldom if ever visited by classical orchestras, 

Kober and the orchestra thrived with star-rated attention. With barely enough time to savor their successes, the musicians 

were on the go again. An unexpected phone call from a cultural representative in Seoul resulted in sudden arrangements 

for a three-concert expense-paid commitment in South Korea in 1993. As elsewhere, the orchestra and its programs were 

treated with rave reviews. 

 In the decade that followed, conditions for concerts in Chicago became more difficult. Funding was more 

challenging when the background operations for the CCO moved. Kober had married his second wife, Magdalena, while 

on tour with the orchestra and before the end of the 1990s she had ownership restored for her family’s war-time seized 

property near Dresden. The Kobers moved from Chicago and set up the CCO office in their home. She became the 

orchestra’s manager and with friends and family handled everything from contributions to concert mailings to concert 

arrangements. Being away from Chicago except for return trips tied to concerts, contracts, and personal reunions, the 

maestro had little time for public relations and fundraising. Changes in management of the Chicago Cultural Center 

crippled the scheduling of classical music, thereby depriving the CCO of a regularly-scheduled concert venue. Moreover, 

Dieter Kober was aging. He looked forward to a special 50
th
 anniversary celebration concert at Grant Park in the summer 

of 2002 and with several thousand well-wishers in the audience he beamed with total satisfaction as he led in the CCO in 

its last outdoor concert under his baton. The next Spring he officially retired after 61 years, putting the orchestra under the 

stewardship of the music department at the Fourth Presbyterian Church. 

 He was born in 1920 in Germany, left that country as it was becoming Nazi-controlled, 

came to the U.S. to complete his education at the University of Nebraska, Chicago Musical College, and after a four-year 

stint in the U.S. Army, the University of Chicago---the birthplace of a string ensemble he assembled in 1952 and 

developed a few years later into a chamber orchestra of a dozen or so players. Not long after, in 1955, he became the first 

(and possibly the only) director of music at the Art Institute of Chicago, providing musical forces for special exhibitions 

and serving as the “house band” for student-based productions at the AIC’s Goodman Theatre. Thus was born the CCO. 

In his never-ending quest to promote good music —live music—he even ventured into television. Beginning in 1972 he 

appeared on WTTW first as part of a series, “Music 111,” and then host to “Invitation to Music.” Popular radio host 

George Stone became the commentator for the concerts while also involved in successful fund-raising and contract 

acquisitions. After that, the Chicago Chamber Orchestra became a city-favored cultural entity, eventually leading to city-

wide concerts and the foreign tours.  

 Dieter Kober was a genial man, devoid of the stereotyped orchestra conductor’s aloof 

mannerisms and explosive temper. He did not distance himself from his public but instead 

embraced “ordinary” people who were won over by listening to the music he provided. 

Although it seemed that his presence with the CCO was a forever circumstance, that was 

not to be. He died peacefully in his sleep during the early morning hours of October 1
st
. An 

alert concertgoer might have noted that beginning in recent past seasons Kober managed to 

include a Haydn symphony in at least one concert every year. Moreover, there would be a 

specific symphony whose number designation matched Dieter’s age. When asked what was 

going to happen after the orchestra had reached the composer’s final composition in that 

form, number 104, the maestro would smile wistfully and respond, “Well, I’ll have to figure 

that out when we get there.”                                October 13, 2015 
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Elizabeth L. 'Liz' Hollander, city’s first female planning chief, dies at 75 
Written by Maureen O’Donnell for the Chicago Tribune 
 

 Chicago planning commissioner Liz Hollander used to whip out her needlepoint at City Hall meetings and 

hearings. 

 Her stitching, whether she intended it or not, was savvy political strategy. It communicated she wasn’t 

about to be rattled by hotshot developers or blustering City Council members.  And, “however the meeting went, 

she’d end up the day with a nice pillow,” said her son, Daniel Hollander.  

 She was the first woman to be city planning commissioner, appointed by fellow Hyde Parker Harold 

Washington, Chicago’s first African-American mayor. Ms. Hollander served from 1983 to 1989. During her 

tenure, the public was invited to weigh in on the design selection for a new downtown library. Thousands, from  

cabbies to columnists, responded with write-in comments. 

 “Everyone is choosing up sides,” she said in 1988.  

 All-star architects were vying for the project, including Helmut Jahn, Dirk Lohan, Arthur Erickson and the 

firm of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. 

 “Chicago can’t lose,” she said, “with five stunning choices.” In the end, Thomas Beeby won the 

competition to build the Harold Washington Library.  

 “As planning commissioner, she pushed developers to create ground -level shops and restaurants to bring 

life to the streets underneath office towers,” said former Chicago Sun -Times architecture writer Lee Bey, host 

of Rivet Radio’s weekly Architecture360 program. “And she pushed contractors to set aside 25 percent of the 

jobs for minorities.” 

 “She loved cities and the broad range of issues they encompass — from affordable housing and social 

justice to urban design and transportation policy,” said Museum of Science and Industry President David 

Mosena, a City Hall veteran who served under her as a deputy commissioner in the Chicago Department of 

Planning. “And she was a fierce protector of Chicago’s lakefront.”   

 Ms. Hollander, 75, died of uterine cancer Oct. 14 in Providence, Rhode Island, where she  had 

lived since 1997.Thanks to her needlepoint, she created “many,  many pillows” in her lifetime, in designs that 

ranged from Japanese prints to rubbings of manhole covers — “urban fabric,” her son said.  
 

 

 

In February of 2012 The Cliff Dwellers held 

a dinner celebrating the Women of the Club. 

 

Unable to attend the event, Liz Hollander 

CD’84, one of the earliest women to become 

a member of our club, sent her regrets and 

reminiscences. 

 

Her letter of appreciation was read that 

evening. 
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On-going Activities on “22” Invite All Members (and Friends) to Participate 

As we head into the holidays, make your way to the Club to enjoy the hospitality, the good friendship, 

and the delight of food and fun with other Cliff Dwellers and their like-minded friends. 

 

Art Openings 

 
Cultural Mile's 

2
nd

 Fridays 

Saturday at the 

Movies 

Art Foundation’s 

3
rd

 Tuesdays 

 

CD Book Club 

Art Exhibition Opening 

Reception every other 

First Wednesday. Artists 

and Sculptors in 

attendance. 

A cash bar and dinner 

buffet are available. 

 

5:30-8:30 Program 

A cash bar and dinner 

service are available. 

$10 cover charge for 

Cliff Dwellers and their 

guests. 

 

Films are shown 

Saturday in the 

Sullivan Room at 

10:30 and discussions 

continue over lunch. 

Unless alternate dates 

are noted. 

 

Evening programs in the 

Kiva. 

A cash bar and dinner 

service are available. 

Reservations requested. 

Discussions take place 

on the 4
th

 Saturday 

beginning at 11:00 and 

continue over lunch. 

11/4 

Art Exhibition 

Continues 

Painter Peter Hurley and 

writer Trisha Ricketts 

CD’14 collaborate on 

wall art. 

Sculpture presentation 

by Carol Hammerman, 

previous sculpture 

organizer for the Club. 

11/13 

Evening of Opera 

Performed by Chicago 

Summer Opera 

Company 

 

11/14 

Whale Rider 

Directed by 

Niki Caro 

 

 

11/17 

High Concepts Lab 

 

Drinks at 5:30 with 

Program at 6:15 

 

11/21 

Young Lonigan 

by 

James T. Farrell 

 

Open House Chicago—A Hit Again 
 

 Near perfect weather brought waves of curious visitors into the streets of Chicago for 2015 Open House Chicago 

weekend.  From Pullman to Evanston and everything in between, neighborhoods were buzzing with excitement as people 

visited both iconic buildings and hidden gems. The event again provided an opportunity for promoting The Cliff 

Dwellers—our artistic purpose, the beauty of the Kiva and our location, the efficiency and politeness of our staff, and the 

relaxed enjoyment and friendship among our members.   

 Although CAF has not yet released official attendance numbers, Club Manager Don Santelli estimated that we 

hosted well-over 2000 visitors, served over 200 buffet meals, nearly emptied the pantry both days, and kept Joshua so 

busy behind the bar that he didn’t finish final tabs and counts until after 7:30. An additional benefit of OHC is that our 

doors were open to all CAF members, many of whom asked about the process for becoming members of our Club.   

 Perhaps, the follow-up responses we have received from members and visitors speak most clearly to the quality of 

the experience and service folks found on 22: 
 Working together we can make great things happen.   

 Open House Chicago was an excellent event and served to showcase what the Club is about.  People 

loved the food and many were very, very happy that the bar was open.  

 It was a pleasure to be part of the OHC activity all day Saturday.  I too was very impressed by the way 

Don and the staff handled the lunch-time rush and the steady bar traffic.  Despite the crowds, cleared 

tables, clean plates and glasses, and ready service were constantly evident. Overall, a great effort and a 

very successful venture. 

 Thanks to all, both staff and volunteers, who worked to make the event a success. We will no doubt see 

the fruits of our work as the three month membership forms come in, which will help to maintain and 

increase membership in this and future years.  CH 

 The staff stepped up and deserves a special thanks. Don, Victor, Vivian and Ms. Washington were great. 

 ZIVIO! 
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Cliff Notes— 
 

 Since our last publication 10 individuals interested in literature and the arts have become members of The Cliff 

Dwellers. We welcome them and look forward to their active participation in Club activities and events.  

Frank DeBose, Jaime E. Diaz, David Kennedy, Christian Vinyard, Preston Jackson,  

Kathy J. Mauck, Javier Jose Mendoza, Juan Gabriel Moreno, Scott W. Perkins, Alice L. Rebechini. 
 

 Congratulation go to George Gabauer CD’94.  George entered his 

photograph of the yellow maple woods near the River Trails Nature Center 

in the Cook County Forest Preserve 2016 Calendar Contest.  Entitled 

“Sunbeams in Autumn,” his photo  was selected from over 200 entries and 

will be featured on the September page of the 2016 calendar which will be 

available and free to the public  in mid-December at the various Forest 

Preserve venues such as Little Red School House, Rivers Trails Nature 

Center, and others. The 13 winning photos can be viewed at 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/… 

 

 The Club will be closed for the Thanksgiving holiday from 2:00 pm Wednesday, November 25 through Friday 

November 27.   

 

 Saturday, November 28--Let’s decorate the Club for the Holidays!  Members are encouraged to come and help 

trim the tree and decorate the Club.  The doors will open at 10:00 and lunch will be served at Noon.  
 

 A Holiday Reminder:  We are nearing the time of year when we reward our employees with a cash bonus for their 

services to the Club throughout the year.  Contribution forms will be mailed to all Cliff Dwellers or you can call the 

office to indicate the amount you’d prefer to add to your December credit card statement. 

 

 A thank-you goes out to Keith McDonald for sharing his photographs from Richard Hunt’s birthday celebration.  

Well done, Keith. 

 

 mj loftus CD’08 will have her art series “Dawn to Dusk” on display at the Agora Gallery in Chelsea Market, NYC 

during the month of December.  More information about her exhibit and work is available at 

http://artisspectrum.com/magazine/34/#50. 

 

 A Message to Members from the Club’s Treasurer:  If you have a credit card on file with the Club, and any of the 

following have occurred: (a) change in card issuer, (b) new account number, or (c) new expiration date, please notify 

the Club's accountant, Elizabeth Zaverdas by e-mail to ez13@comcast.net  or by calling 630-810-5169.  Doing this 

will prevent any future delinquencies or misunderstandings. 

 

 Enjoy CD Parking Privileges!  Club Manager Don Santelli has the forms that must be submitted to have 

the discounted parking card, and the Club has a supply of discount coupons for the 17 E. Adams Street 

Garage.  Our discount rate for the South Grant Park garage is $13 for up to 12 hours, and for the North 

Grant Park and Millennium garages, $15 for up to 12 hours. Guest and member parking at 17 E. Adams, 

between Wabash and State, is $13 after 4pm on weekdays and all day on weekends. Enjoy the Club more 

often with these perks.  
 

WE NEED YOUR INPUT!  ALL ARE WELCOME! 

MEMBERS WISHING TO CONTRIBUTE TO   ON AND OFF THE CLIFF 

CAN SUBMIT STORIES, REFLECTIONS, ARTICLES, POEMS, PHOTOS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE ARTS TO 

  NEWSLETTER EDITOR MIKE DEINES  by e--mail mjdeines@yahoo.com 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10153505381220129.1073741845.134757885128&type=3
mailto:ez13@comcast.net
mailto:mjdeines@yahoo.com

